
I RREVERSI BLE TH ERMODYNAM ICS

I4-I GENBRAL REMARKS

^ The thermodynamic theory of irreversible processes is based on the
onsager Reciprocity Theorem, formurated by Lars onsagerl in brillia;i

'Lars Onsager, Physica! Reuiew 37,405 (1931); 39,2265 (193I)
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308 lrreuersible Thermodynamics

pioneering papers published in 1931, but not widely recognized for almost
20 years thereafter. Powerful statistical mechanical theorems also exist;
the "fluctuation-dissipation theorem",z the "Kubo relations," and the
formalism of "linear response theory" based on the foregoing theoremss.
We review only the thermodynamic theory, rooted in the Onsager theo-
rem.

I4.2 AFFINITIES AND FLUXES

Preparatory to our discussion of the Onsager theorem, we define certain
quantities that appropriately describe irreversible processes. Basically we
require two types of parameters: one to describe the "force" that drives a
process and one to describe the response to this force.

The processes of most general interest occur in continuous systems,
such as the flow of energy in a bar with a continuous temperature
gradient. However, to suggest the proper way to choose parameters in
such continuous systems, we first consider the relatively simple case of a
discrete system. A typical process in a discrete system would be the flow
of energy from one homogeneous subsystem to another through an
infinitely thin diathermal partition.

Consider a composite system composed of two subsystems. An exten-
sive parameter has values Xo and Xl in the two subsystems, and the
closure condition requires that

xk+ x l :  x l , a constant (14.1)

If Xo and Xi are unconstrained, their equilibrium values are determined
by the vanishing of the quantity
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Thus, if 9o is zero the system is in equilibrium, but if 9o is nonzero an
irreversible process occurs, taking the system toward the equilibrium state.
The quantity gk, which is the difference in the entropy-representation
intensive parameters, acts as a "generalized force" which "drives" the
process. Such generalized, forces are called ffinities.

2H. Callen and T Welton, Phys. Reu.83, 34 (1951)
3t 

/ R Kubo, Lectures in Theoretical Phvsics, vol. 1 (Interscience, New York, 1959, p.120-203)
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For definiteness, consider two systems separated by a diathermal wall,
and let Xo be the energy U. Then the affinity is
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(14.4)

(14.5)

(14.6)

9 * : (14.3)

No heat flows across the diathermal wall if the difference in inverse

1 1
t T ,

,  - d X o
J I t - :  

- - - - : -

Therefore, the flux vanishes if the affinity vanishes, and a nonzero affinitv
leads to a nonzero flux. It is the relationship between fluxes and affinities
that characterizes the rates of irreversible processes.

The identification of the affinities in a particular type of system is
frequently rendered-more convenient by considering the rate of produc-
tion of entropy. Differentiating the entropy S( Xo, X;, . . .) with reipect to
the time. we have

ds Fa as dxt_ :  )  _ -
dt 7 }Xo dt

s : LgoJo
k

Thrls the rate of production of entropy is the sum of products of each flux
with its associated ffinity.
_ The entropy production equation is particularly useful in extending the

definition of affinities to continuous systems rather than to disirete
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which energy and matter flow, driven by appropriate forces. We choose
the components of the vector current densities of energy and matter as
fluxes. Thus, associated with the energy U we have the three energy fluxes
Jo,, Joy,,I,,. These quantities are the x, y, and z components of the vector
current density J,. By definition the magnitude of d is the amount of
energy that flows across the unit area in unit time, and the direction of J"
is the direction of this energy flow. Similarly, the current density Jo may
describe the flow of a particular chemical component per unit area and
per unit time; the components J1,,, J1,r. and Jo, are fluxes.

In order to identify the affinities, we now seek to write the rate of
production of entropy in a form analogous to equation 14.6. One problem
that immediately arises is that of defining entropy in a nonequilibrium
system. This problem is solved in a formal manner as follows.

To any infinitesimal region we associate a local entropy S( X0, Xy . . .),
where, by definition, the functional dependence of S on the local exiensiue
parameters Xs, Xb ... is taken to be identical to the dependence in equi-
librium. That is, we merely adopt the equilibrium fundamental equation to
associate a local entropy with the local parameters X6, Xr, .... Then

d S : (14.7)

or, taking all quantities per unit volume,a

lnoaxo
K

ds : lFodxo
R

(14.8)

(14.e)

The summation in this equation omits the term for volume and conse-
quently has one less term than that in equation 14.7.

Again, the local intensiue parameter Fo is taken to be the same function of
the local extensiue parameters as it would be in equilibrium.lr is because of
this convention, incidentally, that we can speak of the temperature varying
continuously in a bar, despite the fact that thermostatics implies the
existence of temperature only in equilibrium systems.

Equation 14.7 immediately suggests a reasonable definition of the
entropy current density J,

J" :  )4Jo

in which Jo is the current density of the extensive parameter Xo. The
magnitude of the entropy flux J" is the entropy transported through unit
area per unit time.

4It should be noted that in the remainder of this chapter we use lowercase letters to indicate
extensive parameters per unit uolume rather than per mole
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The rate of local production of entropy is equal to the entropy leauing the
region, plus the rate of increase of entropy within the region.If .i denotes
the rate of production of entropy per unit volume and 0s/0t denotes the
increase in entropy per unit volume, then

s : # + v . J s (14.r0)

(14.11)

l-f th-" extensive parameters of interest are conserued, as are the energy and
(in the absence of chemical reactions) the mole numbers, the equations of
continuity for these parameters become

o :  + *  v  . J *

!f *t" now prepared to compute "i explicitly and thence to identify the
affinities in continuous systems.

The first term in equation 14.10 is easily computed from equation 14.g.

d t _ s r 0 * o
i: l'ri 04.12)

The second term in equation 14.10 is computed by taking the divergence
of equation 14.9

v  . J s :  p  . ( l o - t - )  : L y F * . J * * l r o v  . t o  ( 1 4 . 1 3 )
t f t  t  k  k

Thus equation 14.10 becomes

s : LFo* + f vr. Jr * lnov . to g4.r4)
k k

Finally, by equation 14.11, we observe that the first and third terms
cancel, giving

. i : f v F o . J o
k

(14.15)

4lthough the ffinity is defined as the dffirence in the entropy-representation
intensiue parameters for discrete systems, it is the gradieit of the entropy-
representation intensiue parameters in continuous systems.

lf !"" denotes the z component of the energy current density, the
associated affinity 9,, isv,(r/T), the z component of the gradient of the
inverse temperature. And if Jo denotes the kth mole number current
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density (the number of moles of the kth component flowing through unit
area per second), the affinity associated with ,/,,, is 60,: -v,(trk/T).

I4.3 PURELY RESISTIVE AND LINEAR SYSTEMS

For certain systems the fluxes at a given instant depend only on the
values of the affinities at that instant. Such systems are referred to as
"purely resistive."

For other than purely resistive systems the fluxes may depend upon the
values of the affinities at previous times as well as upon the instantaneous
values. In the electrical case a "resistor" is a purely resistive system,
whereas a circuit containing an inductance or a capacitance is not purely
resistive. A non-purely-resistive system has a "memory."

Although it might appear that the restriction to purely resistive systems
is very severe, it is found in practice that a very large fraction of the
systems of interest, other than electrical systems, are purely resistive.
Extensions to non-purely-resistive systems do exist, based on the fluctua-
tion-dissipation theorem or Kubo formula referred to in Section 14.1.

For a purely resistive system, by definition, each local flux depends only
upon the instantaneous local affinities and upon the local intensive
parameters. That is, dropping the indices denoting vector components

J o :  J o ( 9 0 , 9 r , . . . , 1 ,  . . .  i F o , F r , . . . , F i ,  . . . )  ( 1 4 . 1 6 )

Thus, the local mole number current density of the kth component
depends on the gradient of the inverse temperature, on the gradients of
p,/T for each component, and upon the local temperature, pressure, and
so forth. It should be noted that we do not assume that each flux depends
only on its own affinity but rather that each flux depends on all affinities.
It is true that each flux tends to depend most strongly on its own
associated affinity, but the dependence of a flux on other affinities as well
is the source of some of the most interesting phenomena in the field of
irreversibility.

Each flux ,Io is known to vanish as the affinities vanish, so we can
expand ,Io in powers of the affinities with no constant term

. t .
/ o  :  T  L i o l *  t I  E L , i o % , g , +  . . .

J I J

(r4.17)

(r+.rs)

where
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and

(t+.ro)

The functions Li* are called kinetic coefficients. They are functions of the
local intensiue parameters

L i o :  L i * ( F o , f r ,  . . . ) (r4.20)

The functions L,ro are called second-order kinetic coefficients, and they are
also functions of the local intensive parameters. Third-order and higher-
order kinetic coefficients are similarly defined.

For the purposes of the Onsager theorem, which we are about to
enunciate, it is convenient to adopt a notation that exhibits the functional
dependence of the kinetic coefficients on an externally applied magnetic
field B", suppressing the dependence on the other intensive parameters

L jo :  L j k (B " )

The Onsager theorem states that

(74.2r)

L j k ( B " ) :  L o i ( - 8 " ) (r4.22)

That is, the ualue of the kinetic cofficient L,o measured in an external
magnetic fel-d- B"js identical to the ualue of to, measured in the reuersed
magnetic field -B'.

The onsager theorem states a symmetry between the linear effect of the
jth affinity on the kth flux and the linear effect of the kth affinity on the
7th flux when these effects are measured in opposite magnetic fields.

A situation of great practical interest arises if the affinities are so small
that all quadratic and higher-order terms in equation 14.17 can be
neglected. A process that can be adequately described by the truncated
approximate equations

Jk :  LL j kq
l

(t+.zz)

is called a linear purely resistive process. For the analysis of such
processes the Onsager theorem is a particularly powerful tooi.

It is perhaps sdrprising that so many physical processes of interest are
linear. But the affinities that we commonly encounter in the laboratory are
quite small in the sense of equation 14.77, and we therefore recognize that
we generally deal with systems that deviate only slightly from equilibrium.

r  : (  u " r  \- , rk 
\Ast  Aq lo
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Phenomenologically, it is found that the flow of energy in a thermally
conducting body is proportional to the gradient of the temperature.
Denoting the energy current density by Jo, we find that experiment yields
the linear law

J , :  -  r cvT (74.24)

in which r is the thermal conductivity of the body. we can rewrite this in
the more appropriate form

(r4.2s)

linear phenomenological laws which demonstrate that for the common
values of the affinities in these processes higher-order terms are negligible.
on the other hand, both the linear region and the nonlinear regioncan be
realized easily in chemical systems, depending upon the deviations of the
molar concentrations from their equilibrium values. Although the olass of
linear processes is sufficiently common to merit special attention, it is by
no means all inclusive, and the onsager theorem is not restricted to this
special class of systems.

I4.4 THE THEORETICAL BASIS
OF' THE ONSAGER RECIPROCITY

The onsager reciprocity theorem has been stated but not proved in the
preceding sections. Before turning to applications in the following sections
we indicate the relationship of the theorem to the underlying principle of
time reversal symmetry of physical laws.

From the purely thermodynamic point of view, the extensive parame-
ters of a system in contact with a reservoir are constants. In fact, if an
extensive parameter (such as the energy) is permitted to flow to and from
a reservoir, it does so in continual spontaneous fluctuations. These fluctua-
tions tend to be very rapid, and macroscopic observations average over
the fluctuations (as discussed in some detail in chapter 1). occasionally a
large fluctuation occurs, depleting the energy of the system by a non-
negligible amount. If the system were to be decoupled from the reservoir
before this rare large fluctuation were to decay, we would then associate a
lower temperature to the system. But if the system were not decoupled,
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the fluctuation would decay by the spontaneous flow of energy from the
reservoir to the system.

Onsager connected the theory of macroscopic processes to thermody-
namic theory by the assumption that the decay of a spontaneous fluctuation
is identical to the macroscopic process of flow of energt or other analogous
quantity between the reseruoir and the system of depleted energ).

we consider a system in equilibrium with a pair of reservoirs corre-

moment (6xjdxk). A very slight extension of the thermodynamic for-
malism, invoking only very general features of statistical mechanics,
permits exact evaluation of the correlation moments of the fluctuations (as
we shall see in Chapter 19).

The delayed correlation moment is subject to certain symmetries that
follow from the time reversal symmetry of physical laws. In particular,
assuming no magnetic field to be present, the delayed correlation moment
must be unchanged under the replacement of r by - r

(046xk ( r ) ) :  ( 646x0 ( - " ) )  (14 .26 )

or, since only the relative times in the two factors are significant,

e*,6*0ft)) : (6x,(")o&) (r4.27)

lf we now subtract (s46x*) from each side of the equation and divide
by r, we find

(*,911')- J!t) - 1 
64(')-- 646&\ 

(14 28)
\  r  |  \  ?  " l

In the limit as r --+ 0 we can write the foregoing equation in terms of time
derivatives.

( 6 x j 6 x k > :  ( 6 4 6 & ) (74.2e)
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Now we assume that the decay of a fluctuation 6*o is governed by the
same linear dynamical laws as are macroscopic proceises

6Xo: l t ,o6r, (14.30)

Inserting these equations in equation 74.29 gSves

I r,oqt *, 69,) : I t,,p.r, a *oy
r i

1OX,t .n,>:  {- f ' B r : 0 (r4.32)

I4-5 THERMOELECTRIC EFFECTS

Thermoelectric effects are phenomena associated with the simultaneous

argument was not only unjustified but that it could be made to yield

(14.31)

i t i : j
i t i + j

It follows that in the absence of a magnetic field L,,: L,,, which is the
Onsager reciprocity theorem (equation 14.22).

In the presence of a magnetic field the proof follows in similar fashion,
depending upon a similar symmetry in the correlation functions of the
spontaneous fluctuations.
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incorrect relations as well as correct ones. Unfortunately the argument
continually resurfaces with renewed claims of rigor-of which the reader
of the thermodynamic literature should be forewarned.

To analyze the thermoelectric effects in terms of the onsager reciprocity
we focus attention on a conductor in which both electric current ana neat
current flow in one dimension, and we describe the electric current as
being carried by electrons. Then if s is the local entropy density

d s : (14.33)Ia" -l(V)o"r

in which u is the local energy density, p is the electrochemical potential
(per particle) of the electrons, n is the number of electrons per unit
volume, and in which the sum refers to other o'components." These other
components are the various types of atomic nuclei that together with the
electrons constitute the solid. It will be noted that we have taken n as the

r": iJ, - fit," (14.34)

in which -J", Jr, and J" are current densities of entropy, energy, and
number of electrons, respectively. The other components in equation 14.33
are assumed immobile and consequently do not contribute flux terms to
equation 14.34.

Repeating the logic leading to equation 14.15, we find

' r u - o # . t , (14.35)

Thus if the components of Ju and -J" are taken as fluxes, the associated
affinities are the components of vG/D and Vp/T. Assuming for
simplicity that all flows and forces are parallel to the x-direction, and
omitting the subscript x, the linear dynamical laws become

-JN: t ;P # *

. t : . r l- T

Lirv + (74.36)

(74.37)Ju: LzN # * t;ro i
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and the Onsager theorem gives the relation

L i r (B " ) :  L ' r r ( -B " )

Before drawing physical conclusions from equation 14.38 we recast the
dynamical equations into an equivalent but instructive form. Although J,,
is a current density of total internal energy, we generally prefer to discusi
the current density of heat. In analogy with the relation dQ : T dS we
therefore define a heat current density Jo by the relation

Jn: TJ,

Je:  J,  -  t rJu

(14.3e)

or, by equation 14.34,

(14.40)

grves

, i : v i  t n - ] v u . t ,

It follows from this equation that if the components of Jo and of -J" are
chosen as fluxes the associated affinities are the corresponding compo-
nents of V (7/T) and of (l/T)V p., rpspectively. The dynamical equations
can then be written, in the one-dimensional case. as

.l
-J r :  L r r l vy ,  +

.l

Jo: Lr.rTVt" -

and the Onsager relation is

Lr r (B " ) :  L r r ( -B " ) (74.44)

The reader should verify that the dynamical equations 74.42 and 14.43
can also be obtained by direct substitution of equation 14.40 into the
previous pair of dynamical equations 14.36 and 14.37 without recourse to
the entropy production equation 14.41.

(14.38)

(r4.47)

v
e
t

v
t
c
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L-v +
L-v +

(74.42)
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The significance of the heat current can be exhibited in another manner.
we consider, for a mgmen!, a steady-state flow. Then both Ju and J" are
divergenceless and taking the divergence of equation 14.40 gives

V  - J o :  - V p . 4 , , (in the steady state) (74.4s)

which states that in the steady state the rate of increase in heat current is
equal to the rate of decrease in the potential energy current. Furthermore,
the insertion of this equation into equation 14.41-gives

. i : v I  t n + ) v  g (r4.46)

(14.47)

(r4.48)

which can be interpreted as stating that the production of entropy is due
to two causes: The first term is the production of entropy due to ihe flow
of heat from high to low temperature, and the second teim is the increase
in entropy due to the appearance of heat current.

we now accept the dynamical equations 14.42 and, 14.43 and the
symmetry condition (equation 14.44) as the basic equations with which to
study the flow of heat and electric current in a svstem.

14.6 THECONDUCTIVITIES

we consider a system in which an electric current and a heat current
flow parallel to the x-axis in a steady state, with no applied magnetic field.
Then omitting the subscript x

1 1-Jr,t:  Lrr ivt" + LnV 
;

1 1Jo: Lrr ivp + L22V i

where the Onsager theorem has reduced to the simple symmetry

Ltz: Lzt (74.49)

The three kineticcoefficients appearing in the dynamical equations can
be related to more familiar quantities, such as conductivities. In develop-
ing this connection we first comment briefly on the nature of the electrb-
chemical _potential trr of the electrons. We can consider p as being
composed of two parts, a chemical portion p"" and an electricai portion pl

p :  l t , +  ! r " (r+.so)
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If the charge on an electron is e, then p" is simply eO, where { is the
ordinary electrostatic potential. The chemical potential p. is a function of
the temperature and of the electron concentration. Restating these facts in
terms of gradients, the electrochemical potential per unit charge is (l/e)p.;
its gradient (l/e)Vp. is the sum of the electric field (7/e)Vp", plus an
effective driving Iorce (l/e)Vp. arising from a concentration gradient.

The electric conductiuity o is defined as the electric current density (e,Ir)
per unit potential gradient (l/e)Vp. in an isothermal system. It is easily
seen that (\/e)Vy, is actually the emf, for in a homogeneous isothermal
system YF,:0 and Vp: Vp".  Thus, by def ini t ion

o = f o r  V7 :  0 (14 .51 )

whence equation 74.47 gives

o :  ezLrrTT (r4.s2)

Similarly the heat conductiuity rc is defined as the heat current density
per unit temperature gradient for zero electric current

rc : -J7/VT for,I" : 6

Solving the two kinetic equations simultaneously, we find

D

(14.53)

(14.54)

-'t.f |vu

K :
7,L,.,

where D denotes the determinant of the kinetic coefficients

D = LrrLrr-  L?, (14.s5)

I4.7 THE SEEBECK EFFECT AND
THE THERMOELECTRIC POWER

The seebeck effect refers to the production of an electromotive force in
a thermocouple under conditions of. zero electric current.

Consider a thermocouple with junctions at temperatures Z, and T,
(7, > 7r), as indicated in Fig. 14.1. A voltmeter is inserted in one arm of
the thermocouple at a point at which the temperature is z'. This voltmeter
is such that it allows no passage of electric current but offers no resistance
to the flow of heat. We designate the two materials composing the



thermocouple by A and .8. With JN: 0, we obtain from the kinetic
equations, for either conductor

L , .
vt t :  T ; ;vT
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(14.s6)

(14.s7)

(14.58)

(14.se)

Fz- pr: Ir 'ff in,

Fz- F'r :  I r ' f f i0,

rt i- t tr : | f to,

and p,, from these equations

,zl L1" Zp" \t ' , _ r t r t : {  l ? ] A _ f f i ) *
But, because there is no temperature difference across the voltmeter, the
voltage is simply

v: ! ( r , , , -  t , ) :  [ ' (h-  "_r)*  
04.67)

The thermoelectric power of the thermocouple, e4B, is defined as the
ange in voltage per unit^change-in temperature diiierence. The sign of

(14.60)

;, is chosen as positive if the voltage inirement is such as to drivi the
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current from A to B at the hot junction. Then

E A B :  E A - -  E , q

Defining the absolute thermoelectric power of a single medium by the
relation

EA*#:(#)  (#)

_ 7 e
o : -----JZ
"A - eTL(,

the thermoelectric power of the thermocouple is

(14.62) o1

J

FI

C
el
cl
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- If we accept the electric conductivity o, the heat conductivity r, and the
absolute thermoelectric power e as the three physically significint dynami-
cal properties of a medium, we can eliminate the three kinetic coefhcients
in favor of these quantities and rewrite the kinetic equations in the
following form

- lN:(3)+"r-(+)"+

re :  - (+)* " ,  +( r3oe2 + r , f iv  I
An interesting insight to the physical meaning of the absolute thermo-

electric power can be obtained by eliminating 67D9p between the two
foregoing dynamical equations and writing ,/n in terms of ,/" and VG/f)

r (7a.$)

(r4.64)

(r+.os)

(14.66)

Jn: TeeJ*

or, recalling that Jr: Jq/T

(r4.67)

Jr:  eeJ* * (14.68)

According to this equation, each electron involved in the electric current
carries with it an entropy of ee. This flow of entropy is in addition to the
entropy current Trcv(7/T), which is independent of the electronic cur-
rent. The thermoelectric power can be looked on as the entropy trans-
ported per coulomb by the electron flow.

+ f'nv I
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THE PELTIER EFFECT

The Peltier effect refers to the evolution of heat accompanying the flow
an electric current across an isothermal junction of two materials.

Jp,Ju" JN,JUB

an isothermal junction of two conductors A and ,B and an

R E 1 4 2

current eJN to flow as indicated in Fig. I4.2.Then the total energy
t will be discontinuous across the junction, and the energy dif-

rce appears as Peltier heat at the junction. We have Ju : Jo + p,Jy,
since both pt and J* are continuous across the junction it folibws that

discontinuity in Ju is equal to the discontinuity in Jn

J i , - J i : J 6 - J a (14.6e)

Because of the isothermal condition, the dynamical equations 14.65 and
give, in either conductor

Jr :  Te(eJr)

J3  -  J6 :  T (en - ' ) (eJ * )

(14.70)

(r4.7r)

The Peltier cofficient nnu is defined as the heat that must be supplied
the junction when unit electric current passes from conductor A to

B. Thus

T(e" -  eo) (r4.72)

absoluteEquation 14.72, which relates the Peltier coefficient to the
lectric powers, is one of the relations presented on empirical

nce by Kelvin in 1854. It is called the second Keluin relation.
The method by which we have derived equation 14.72 is typical of all

ications of the Onsager relations, so that it may be appropriate to
iew the procedure. We first write the linear dynamical equations,

g the number of kinetic coefficients appearing therein by invoking
Onsager relations. We then proceed to analyze various effects, ex-
ing each in terms of the kinetic coefficients. When we have analyzed

many effects as there are kinetic coefficients, we rewrite the dynamical
ions in terms of those eflects rather than in terms of the kinetic

r t B = ( r 3 - r d ) / e r N :

ents (as in equations 14.65 and 14.66). 'lhereafter 
every additional
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effect analyzed on the basis of the dynamical equations results in a
relation analogous to equation 14.72 and expresses this new effect in terms
of the coefficients in the dynamical equation.

I4.9 THE THOMSON EFFECT

The Thomson effect refers to the evolution of heat as an electric current
traverses a temperature gradient in a material.

consider a conductor carrying a heat current but no electric current. A
temperature distribution governed by the temperature dependence of the
kinetic coefficients will be set up. Let the conductor now be placed in
contact at each point with a heat reservoir of the same temperatuie as that
point, so that there is no heat interchange between conductor and re-
servoirs. Now let an electric current pass through the conductor. An
interchange of heat will take place between conductor and reservoirs. This
heat exchange consists of two parts-the Joule heat and the Thomson
heat.

As the electric current passes along the conductor, any change in total
glergy flow must be supplied by an energy interchange with the reservoirs.
Thus we must compute V .J,

y .  Jr :  v . (Jn + pJ")  :  v .  Jn *  vp.  J"

yltl+ ca1 be expressed in terms of J" and V(I/T) by using
14.67 and 74.68

V  ' J r :  Y

Y ' J u : T V e . ( e J " ) + y

c
fl

c
c
a

(r+.tt)

equations

. J N

(14.74)

or

.(r,a* + r2rcy +) . (- rt.- * ,,,,o |)

. ( r 'nv 
i )  

-  
; t ,  ( r4 7s)

However the temperature distribution is that which is determined by the
steady state with no electric current, and we know that y . Ju vanishes in
that state. By putt ing Ja,, :O and V .Ju:O in equat ion 14.75 we
conclude that the temperature distribution is such as to make the second
term vanish, and consequently

Y  - J u :  T v e . ( " J " )  - ! { r t * ) ' Q+.te)
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Furthermore, noting that the thermoelectric power is a function of the
bcal temperature, we write

Or:  f iO, (r4.77)

Y . ru: ,#"r ' (er*) -  ! f* . f (14.78)

The second term is the Joule heat, produced by the flow of electric
nt even in the absence of a temperature gradient. The first term
sents the Thomson heat, absorbed from the heat reservoirs when the
t eJ* traverses the temperature gradientVT. The Thomson coeffi.-

t r is defined as the Thomson heat absorbed per unit electric currenr
per unit temperature gradient

Thomson heat

v T ' ( e J * )
(r4.7e)

to the temperature

-  - d t- t d T

the coefficient of the Thomson effect is related
tive of the thermoelectric power.

Equations 74.72 and 14.79 imply the " first Kelvin relation"

l r t - r B : e A - E B (14.80)

was obtained by Kelvin on the basis of energy conservation alone.
various other thermoelectric effects can be defined, and each can be
pressed in terms of the three independent coefficients Ly, Lp, and Lrr,
in terms of a. r. and e.
In the presence of an orthogonal magnetic field the number of ,. thermo-

ic" effects becomes quite large. If the field is in the z-direction an
-directed electric current produces a y-directed gradient of the electro-

ical potential; this is the "Hall effect." Similarly an x-directed
al gradient produces a y-directed gradient of the electrochemical
tial; the Nernst effect. The method of analysiss is identical to that of

the thermoelectric effects, with the addition of the fleld dependence
(equation 14.22) of the Onsager reciprocity theorem.
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